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Overview

Productivity is the single most important determinant of a country’s average living standards and wealth. But, despite a skilled workforce and no shortage of strategies, Scotland’s productivity performance underperforms compared with many advanced economies.

This report puts Scotland’s productivity performance in context and asks what it can learn from places which have made significant improvements to one or more of its main drivers. Sizeable increases in productivity are notoriously hard to make happen, but modelling shows that even a small change can make a big difference.

Scotland’s productivity challenge has a range of aspects. There has been little employment growth in our most productive industries; business investment is relatively low, as is R&D spending; we export less than the EU and OECD averages, from a narrow base of industries and firms; while the Scottish workforce is well-educated, it is not clear we make the most of it, given our relatively low levels of management quality and our high concentration of small, lower-productivity firms; recent declines in Scottish education survey scores are also cause for concern, as is our shrinking working-age population.

In order to stimulate a more thoughtful – and productive – conversation about how to address our lagging performance, the report looks at what has worked elsewhere. We tell evidence-based stories about five places which increased their performance: Sweden (high skill, high value); Ireland (internationalisation); Australia (negotiating major economic reform); Greater Manchester (acting as one city-region) and London (transforming school results). A set of lessons of success emerge from their experiences:

- a focus on evidence is necessary to diagnose and face up to problems, and then to develop and sustain a response.
- effort must be made to build consensus and collaboration across political parties, policymakers, business and trade unions. Without it, any progress will be fragile.
- reform must be underpinned by strong and credible institutions, which are independent of day-to-day politics, command the confidence of people across the country and are able to hold decision-makers to account.

In every case, there was a concerted effort to deliver, not just for a year or two but over a long period of time.

Finally, we found that a focus on skills was prominent in each place, providing access to opportunity for individuals as well as a boost to the productivity of the community as a whole.

There are no quick fixes to Scotland’s productivity challenge. Productivity is a long-term game, and turning it around is something a whole country does – government, business, unions and others – by acting together.
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1. Introduction

1.1 What this report is about

This report looks at productivity in Scotland. It asks what we can learn from places which have made significant improvements to one or more of the drivers of productivity.

By putting Scotland’s productivity performance in an international context and providing evidence-based stories of what has worked elsewhere, we hope to improve the quality of the debate about the future of Scotland’s economy.

Looking at comparable countries (and/or places with similar levels of devolution) can be a powerful way to learn from what has worked in other places, and to set expectations for what can be achieved. But we are not suggesting that Scotland should necessarily adopt any of the approaches described— we will need to develop our own bespoke blend of answers. So we do not draw lessons from individual case studies, but instead lay out common lessons of success in the following chapter.

The report is not aimed solely at government because there is no single policy lever to pull, and no single responsible authority to do the pulling. Governments, businesses, communities and individuals all have a role to play: productivity is something a whole country creates, and from which a whole country can benefit.

The intended audience is therefore anyone who cares about the future of the Scottish economy. Only a small proportion of those are economists, and, as productivity is for most people an abstract economic concept, we have included a chapter explaining productivity and why it matters.

In a broad sense, the report is an invitation to join a conversation. Rigorous discussion about the future of our economy is an important part of achieving progress, and the nature of the discussion matters. By framing the issue in a fresh way, we hope to stimulate a more thoughtful – and productive – conversation.

1.2 What the report does not do

This report operates within current constitutional arrangements, not as a statement of political preference, but rather in recognition of the fact that the Scottish Parliament already possesses significant powers to influence long-term economic performance, including education, health, housing, planning, transport and economic development.¹

The report does not seek to provide definitive accounts of how the Scottish economy works, or to provide a comprehensive list of what is important. For example, the report does not concentrate on economic inclusion, or the role of productivity in increasing opportunity. We also do not

¹ This is not to say that the UK Government does not also have an important role in promoting productivity in Scotland.
look at public sector productivity. These subjects are vital, but not the focus here.

Finally, we do not provide different possible scenarios for the global economy, the Brexit process or future constitutional arrangements. We focus instead on lessons Scotland can learn about raising productivity and living standards irrespective of what happens on these fronts.

1.3 How the case studies were carried out

We used a combination of methods to identify reasonably comparable countries, regions, or cities. First, we looked at headline productivity figures over the last three decades for OECD countries. We also directly identified places that are known to have improved performance significantly in one or more drivers of productivity.

We then examined the process through which these improvements were made, studied relevant expert research and analysis, and conducted interviews with participants where possible. Each case study was checked by experts.

It was important to ensure any case study was relevant to Scotland, in that the economy and political systems were not too dissimilar. Where a power that Scotland does not have was used, we sought to draw out the underlying concept of the changes made, and see if there were any lessons to be learned that were not related to the power.

1.4 How the report is structured

Chapter 2 discusses the nature of productivity, and asks why it is so important. Chapter 3 puts Scottish productivity in context. Chapter 4 presents five case studies, with a focus on what happened in each place, and how. Lessons from their stories are considered in Chapter 5, and the implications of these findings for Scotland are discussed in Chapter 6.

To illustrate how much difference to the economy various types of productivity increases could make, macroeconomic modelling is used to answer several ‘what if’ questions. Summary results are shown in Boxes 2, 3 and 4, and full details of the modelling can be found in the Appendix.
2. What is productivity and why does it matter?

2.1 What is productivity?

A country’s productivity is the single most important determinant of its average living standards and wealth.2 As a whole, the UK benefited from increasing productivity in the decade before the financial crisis in 2008.3 Recently, however, productivity has stalled, depriving the country of economic gains and improvements in the standard of living.

At its simplest, productivity measures the efficiency with which people’s work is converted into the goods and services which we consume. For example, if we think of a bakery in Glasgow as a micro-economy, the productivity of its workers (the bakers) could be measured by the value of the potato scones they bake over an average one-hour period. Productivity, in short, measures the economy’s capacity to generate its total output from the labour it employs.

Productivity can be affected by a variety of factors which could be historical, environmental, political or demographic. Our Glasgow bakers, for example, could have benefited from an inheritance of a large amount of equipment, while their competitors in Edinburgh and Aberdeen may lack this advantage. The bakers in Glasgow may also have received better training, or their bakery may be more efficiently managed, leading to higher productivity.

2.2 Why does productivity matter so much?

Productivity is of central importance in economic policy as the more productive an economy becomes, the more goods and services it can produce. As a result, its residents can enjoy higher standards of living without requiring them to work more.

Returning to our bakers, becoming more productive would enable them to work the same hours as today but to sell more potato scones. As a result, they could buy a bigger house, consume more, or go on better holidays – all with no increase in the time they have to work. Likewise, if a baker becomes more productive in making potato scones, they have more time to allocate to the production of other items such as bread.

Given this, it should be no surprise that productivity is an important determinant of an economy’s ability to expand: those that use raw inputs more efficiently to generate output (and thus GDP) can grow at a faster rate. Evidence shows that highly-productive countries often out-perform their low-productivity counterparts in per-capita income and health as well as other characteristics.4

Since at least the Industrial Revolution, people have

---

2 For brevity we refer to labour productivity as “productivity” throughout.
3 In Chapter 3, we will see that Scotland’s productivity deficit predates the financial crisis. See McLaren, 2018. Since 2008, a productivity slowdown has affected all advanced nations, further increasing the challenge.
4 Caselli, 2005; Jones, 2015; Sacks, et al., 2012.
speculated that growing productivity – especially through automation – might put jobs at risk. However, despite dramatic increases in productivity over the last 150 years, there is no evidence that there are now fewer jobs in the UK than there were in the past.

Productivity growth can nevertheless be disruptive: it may be accompanied by job losses in some areas, which are compensated by new opportunities in others. This is not a reason to avoid discussions about increases in productivity. Rather, it should prompt us to consider how best to mitigate any negative effects of changes in the nature of work and to support people to train, and re-train, to take advantage of the new opportunities that are emerging.

Productivity isn’t everything, but in the long run, it’s almost everything.

Paul Krugman

2.3 The main drivers of productivity

It is notoriously difficult to measure GDP and annual average hours worked, which are the components of productivity. (See Box 1). However, economists – who are not known for their ability to agree on things – do agree on the main drivers of productivity. In the following sections, we look at each of these drivers and ask how they can be improved so as to increase productivity over time.

Productivity is driven by a variety of factors. Workers may improve their productivity by being more highly skilled or trained, by having access to new machines or technology or by using more efficient processes.

Physical capital (like machinery, equipment or buildings) and workforce skill are the most basic of these drivers. In the Glasgow bakery, the bakers use their ability to mash and knead potato in combination with mixers and ovens to make a certain amount of potato scones. It makes sense, then, that the amount of physical capital each individual has to work, on average, and the skill level of an economy’s workforce, are drivers of how productive they can be.5

In a globalised world, it also matters how favourably a country can exchange the goods and services it produces for the produce of others. If the Glasgow baker can sell their potato scones overseas at a higher price, because of clever marketing and a reliable delivery service, they will be better off without working longer hours.6

These factors above can be described as equipment, skills and terms of trade (economists refer to the first two of these as physical and human capital).

In addition to equipment, skills and terms of trade, economists recognise a fourth driver of productivity which they refer to as Total Factor Productivity, or TFP, for short.

5 See Engelbrecht, 1997, on the role of workforce skill.
6 See, for example, Feenstra et al., 2009, 2015; Cuñat and Zymek, 2018.
TFP is how economists refer to “everything else”. As such, it is more ambiguous and represents all determinants of productivity which do not fall into the previous categories. Many of these are the intangible lubricants of an economy’s production processes. For example, TFP may encompass how effectively equipment and skills are combined (“management quality”), and how well they are distributed across the economy’s sectors (“allocative efficiency”). In our bakery, high TFP may reflect experienced owners who have skilfully allocated bakers across tasks based on their competencies.

Many other facets of an economy feed its TFP. The amount of investment in Research and Development (R&D) and the degree of innovation can improve the efficiency with which workers, their skill and capital are utilised to generate output.7

Likewise, there are many aspects of a country’s legal and political systems which influence its productivity, and which economists place under the “everything else” label of TFP. For example, the openness of its labour market and the reliability and transparency of its legal system affect the ease with which business can be conducted in a country. These factors are often described as the country’s “institutions”, and they have been shown to have a significant effect on the value of output produced in an average hour of work.8

In Chapter 3, we provide an overview of Scotland’s productivity and its drivers and compare it to other regions and countries. We use available official statistics as well as novel calculations we made on the basis of official data.

Sometimes, there are several alternative measures of performance. In these cases, we conduct our analysis with their respective merits and limitations in mind. Sometimes data is sparse. In those cases, we use the best-available measure, taking guidance from earlier studies of productivity across countries (see Box 1).

Box 1 - Measuring productivity

For an economy as a whole, productivity is measured as Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per hour worked. GDP is equal to the total income generated within a country’s borders over a given period of time.

When looking at productivity in specific parts of the economy, challenges arise. For example, productivity is measured as economic value added divided by the number of hours worked. Yet “value added” can be difficult to measure, especially in services. It is more difficult still for public services (e.g. NHS healthcare, state schools).

---

7 See, for example, Griliches, 1986, and Griffith, et al., 2006, respectively.
8 See Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson, 2004.
Measuring productivity (cont.)

On top of this, any attempt to assess Scottish productivity needs to face up to several additional obstacles. Scottish national accounts, which record data on GDP and hours worked, only go as far back as 1998. This means that a shorter time period is available for analysis than in many other EU and OECD countries.

There are some well-established international collections of data on the drivers of income and productivity differences across countries, such as the Eurostat and the Penn World Tables. But while the UK is covered in these collections, the coverage of its component parts is either patchy, or non-existent. Therefore, for the analysis of the drivers of Scottish productivity in Section 3, we had to calculate figures for Scotland ourselves. We did so using the best-available Scottish data from a range of sources, and methods commonly employed in research on international income and productivity differences.

Finally, while income certainly contributes to people’s wellbeing, it is far from the only factor which makes for a happy and fulfilled life. Moreover, an economy’s overall productivity says nothing about whether its rewards are distributed equally, or skewed towards a few.
3. Scottish productivity: how we compare

Scotland’s productivity over the past fifteen years has remained broadly stagnant and has underperformed compared with many other European countries. While Scotland is more productive than most other regions of the UK, this comparison is limited as the UK as a whole has lower productivity than many other advanced economies.

This section examines the evidence relating to Scotland’s productivity in the UK and European context, and then goes on to detail Scotland’s performance in terms of the drivers of productivity highlighted in Chapter 2.

3.1 Scottish productivity

Among UK regions, Scotland is behind only London and the South East for productivity, and among city-regions, Aberdeen and Edinburgh are second and third to London.\(^9\)

However, a look beyond the UK reveals how much more might be possible. Scotland sits mid-table for productivity among OECD countries, and falls below other European economies such as the Netherlands, France, Italy, Germany, and Spain (see Figure 1). If Scotland wanted to move to the top quarter of the table, it would need to become roughly as productive as Denmark. Yet in 2014, its productivity was 20% lower than Denmark’s.\(^10\)

![Figure 1 - OECD productivity, 2016\(^{11}\)](image)

The mix of a country’s economic activities can have a large impact on its productivity. Like many other European

---

\(^9\) ONS, 2018c. We use GVA per hour worked in UK regions due to lack of GDP data. Aberdeen’s productivity is volatile due to dependence on the oil industry.

\(^10\) Eurostat, 2017, and associated data.

\(^11\) Productivity is PPP adjusted GDP in 2016 US dollars and prices per hour.
economies, Scotland is reliant on its services sector.\textsuperscript{12}

Financial services in Scotland are more productive than in all other parts of the UK except London. Similarly, Scottish manufacturing – which makes up 10.6\% of Scotland’s national income – is more productive than the UK average, and is outperformed only by the North West of England.\textsuperscript{13}

\textbf{Productivity Growth}

Scotland has a low unemployment rate and its workers already work a high number of hours. Meanwhile, its working-age population is shrinking. This means that productivity growth will be of central importance to future increases in Scottish incomes and living standards.\textsuperscript{14}

Scotland’s productivity growth has been stagnant for some time. Figure 2 shows that since 2004, growth has slowed to a rate much lower than the trend up to this point. In the aftermath of the global recession, this stagnation has been exacerbated, with the UK the centre of a so-called “productivity puzzle”, an unprecedented slow-down in productivity growth to virtually zero.\textsuperscript{15} Figure 2 highlights that the same puzzle applies to Scottish productivity, but that the slow-down in growth actually began earlier.

\textbf{Figure 2 - Scottish and UK productivity, 1998-2014}\textsuperscript{16}

Between 1997-2017, employment growth has skewed away from Scotland’s most productive sectors, the financial and manufacturing industries. As a result, many Scottish jobs are now concentrated in “less knowledge-intensive” services and “low-medium tech” manufacturing firms, which happen to be less productive (See Figure 3).\textsuperscript{17} This trend can be observed

\textsuperscript{12} It is important to disaggregate this large sector. Some parts of the services sector, such as financial services, are among the most productive. Others, such as healthcare and social work, constitute a much larger proportion of the economy. These types of services are inherently labour-intensive, and so have lower productivity: it would be inappropriate to expect them to achieve the productivity growth rates we might hope for in the economy as a whole.

\textsuperscript{13} ONS, 2017e; ONS, 2018c.

\textsuperscript{14} National Records of Scotland, 2018 & National Records of Scotland, 2017.

\textsuperscript{15} See, for example, Barnett, et al., 2014, and Haldane 2017.

\textsuperscript{16} Productivity is measured as GDP per hour at constant 2011 prices.

\textsuperscript{17} ONS, 2018d. Knowledge intensity is determined by the proportion of tertiary educated workers in the industry. For example, architectural, accounting, and engineering services are considered knowledge-intensive.
across the UK, but is more pronounced in Scotland.\(^\text{18}\)

**Figure 3 - Industry shares of the least and most productive firms, 2015**

This highlights one possible way in which Scotland can meet its productivity challenge: by identifying the obstacles to growth in its most productive industries, such as the financial and manufacturing industries, and removing them where possible. As we will see in future chapters, the focus on driving growth in knowledge-intensive industries has been crucial for productivity growth in other European countries.

To identify other ways in which Scotland may be able to raise the productivity of its workforce, we return to an international comparison. We have already shown that Scottish productivity is middling by OECD standards. In the following section, we dissect how this performance can be attributed to the different drivers of productivity outlined in Chapter 2. This points towards further lessons about productivity which Scotland can learn from elsewhere.

**Box 2 - Modelling productivity growth in different sectors**

The Scottish Policy Foundation’s macroeconomic model exists to answer “what if” questions about the Scottish economy. We used it here to find out how much productivity would have to increase in the services sector and the manufacturing sector to achieve the same uplift in GDP.

According to the model, to achieve an increase in GDP of just under 0.4%, or £590 million, the required increase in productivity of the manufacturing sector would need to be 2.5 times as large as in services. Although services are less productive than manufacturing on average, they make up a bigger share of output in Scotland, so a small difference in service sector productivity would make a big difference to GDP.

See appendix for full results and further details of modelling.

\(^\text{18}\) Ibid.
3.2 Equipment, skills and terms of trade

As outlined in Chapter 2, economists attribute productivity differences between countries to four different drivers – equipment, skills, terms of trade and TFP (“everything else”). Breaking productivity down in this way makes it easier to understand why some countries are more productive than others. Figure 4 shows how Scotland performs on each of these drivers relative to other OECD economies.

Equipment

Figure 4 shows that Scotland operates with significantly lower machinery, equipment and infrastructure (“capital stock”) per worker than the most productive OECD economies. Its capital stock per worker was 17% lower than Denmark’s in 2014.

The availability of equipment and infrastructure is the result of past investments undertaken. Business investment has been falling in Scotland since 1998, and is much weaker than in the UK, where total investment as a share of GDP has been consistently lower than 90% of OECD countries since 1997.¹⁹ Figure 5 shows the trend on Scottish business investment over the past twenty years.

¹⁹ See Fraser of Allander, 2018 and ONS, 2017a, respectively. The Scottish National Investment Bank (SNIB) is intended to increase business investment through the provision of patient capital.
The story with government investment is similar. While the Scottish Government has been investing more in fixed capital than the UK average, this investment has lagged considerably behind other developed countries: government investment spending as a proportion of GDP was less than roughly half of other OECD nations in 2015.20

**Figure 5 - Business investment in Scotland, 1998-2017**

![Graph showing business investment in Scotland from 1998 to 2017](image)

**Skills**

Scotland has a well-educated workforce, with a tertiary education attainment rate among the highest in Europe.21 Figure 4 shows that Scotland has a similar level of workforce skill to the UK as a whole, one of the highest in the OECD.22 Workforce skill is clearly not the reason for Scotland’s current middling productivity.

Looking to the future, it is important that Scotland provides first-rate education and training to those who have not yet entered the labour force. The OECD’s Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) scores show Scottish 15-year-olds, on average, obtaining scores in standardised tests of maths, reading, and science similar to the respective OECD averages.23 There has, however, been a decline in the science and reading scores within Scotland over time, and no movement in maths scores (see Figure 6). 24

Similar declines occurred in parts of the Scottish Survey of Literacy and Numeracy (SSLN) between 2011-2016. Over that period, fewer students aged 13-14 reached expected numeracy standards. And while reading, and listening and talking, scores in this age group stayed steady, by 2016 only 49% performed “well” in writing, a dramatic decline.25

Another challenge for the future will be the need for training and re-training to get ready for the challenges of digitalisation, which has been estimated as the source of up to 60% of productivity boosting opportunities.26

---

21 Eurostat, 2017, and associated data.
22 Workforce skill is calculated as in Feenstra, et al., 2015.
24 See OECD, 2018e for a detailed description of PISA assessments.
26 Remes et al., 2018.
Terms of trade

As can be seen from Figure 4, most OECD countries buy and sell goods internationally on similarly favourable terms of trade. Scotland appears to sell its exports at relatively high prices compared to its imports, giving a boost to its living standards. While international prices are not currently a drag on Scottish productivity, there are reasons to think Scotland could benefit even more from international trade.

Economies which export more tend to be more productive, as having a strong export base opens up the economy to external demand. Companies are forced by the competition to become more efficient, increasing innovation, investment, and ultimately productivity.\(^\text{28}\)

As a share of GDP, Scotland’s international exports are lower than the EU and OECD averages. Roughly 60% of Scottish exports go to the rest of the UK, with 17% going to the rest of the EU and 23% to the rest of the world respectively. Ireland and Denmark, two countries of similar size to Scotland, rely much less on their largest export markets, exporting around 13% to their largest trading partners.\(^\text{29}\)

Scotland is also dependent on a small number of industries and firms for international trade. In 2016, despite only contributing to 10% of national output, manufacturing industries accounted for 52% of Scotland’s exports. Scotland’s largest export industry is food and drink, a large proportion of which is whisky. The narrowness of our export base is reflected in the Scottish Government estimate that more than half of Scotland’s exports can be attributed to just 70 firms.\(^\text{30}\)

TFP

Total Factor Productivity is the other component of productivity in which Scotland lags significantly behind the OECD’s top performers. Figure 4 documents that Scotland’s TFP is 15% lower than Denmark’s. Since TFP is a catch-all for

\(^{27}\) For Maths, scores from 2000 are not comparable, nor are those from 2003 and 2006 for Science. Vertical bars are 95% confidence intervals.

\(^{28}\) OECD, 2018f, found that two major contributors to regional productivity were a large tradeable sector and well-functioning cities.

\(^{29}\) Scottish Policy Foundation, 2018.

\(^{30}\) Ibid.
determinants of productivity other than equipment, skills and terms of trade, the next section explores what factors may contribute to Scotland’s relatively low TFP, including the business environment, the nature of companies, management quality, research and innovation, and demographics.

3.3 Other drivers of productivity

Business environment

Businesses often call for lower regulation and lower taxes, arguing that less stringent labour and other business regulations and lower corporate taxes, will lead to higher productivity. The UK, however, already has the third least-stringently-regulated labour market and the second least-stringently-regulated product market in the OECD, yet performs relatively poorly on productivity.31

Similarly, some nations which have higher productivity than the UK, such as Belgium and Sweden, have significantly higher total tax burdens on business.32

This suggests that lighter regulation and lower taxes are not an answer in themselves.

Research and innovation

There is less innovation activity in large Scottish enterprises than observed in other EU countries. Moreover, Scotland ranks sixth for spending on gross R&D per capita among the eleven UK regions, and spends substantially less as a share of GDP than the OECD average.33

Business R&D is similarly low. As a share of GDP, businesses in Scotland spend almost half as much on R&D as the UK average and spend less per capita than nine of the eleven UK regions. In 2015, almost two-thirds of OECD countries had higher levels of business R&D.34

Quality of Firms

The increase in the number of companies being registered in Scotland is often held up as a success story for the Scottish economy. However, 97% of private enterprises in Scotland consist of fewer than forty-nine employees and 71% have none (i.e. they are made up of a sole proprietor with no employees).35 In 2017, such small businesses employed 43% of the Scottish workforce, and yet they tend to be characterised by much lower levels of productivity than medium and large firms (50+ employees) in the UK.36

While enterprise and innovation should be encouraged, many fewer firms end up operating at scale in Scotland than in other European countries.37 The preponderance of these small (or

---

31 Koske, et al. 2015; OECD Indicators of Labour Market Regulation. Also see Scottish Government policies on Fair Work and Pay here
32 World Bank, 2018; European Commission, 2017.
33 Gross R&D includes both business and government R&D. ONS, 2018b, Scottish Government, 2018a, and authors’ calculations.
34 Fraser of Allander Institute, 2018, Scottish Government, 2018a, OECD, 2018g, and authors’ calculations.
36 ONS, 2017b.
micro) companies will only benefit the Scottish economy if they can be supported to grow effectively.

Management Quality

How well firms are managed is strongly associated with their productivity. According to World Management Survey (WMS) data, the percentage of managers scoring highly on evaluations of their practice is higher in Scotland than the UK, but much lower than in Sweden and Germany. Relative to other advanced economies, Scotland suffers from poor management quality, which may be linked to the small size of many of its firms.\(^{38}\)

The management scores of multinationals, large businesses (with 250 employees or more) and non-family-owned businesses in the UK tend to be higher than those of domestic, smaller and family-owned businesses.\(^{39}\)

Small firms, particularly those that are family run and in which management positions are passed down through the family – a practice more common in the UK than Sweden and Germany – tend to be poorly managed.\(^ {40}\) For example, as shown in Figure 7, professional management of family-run businesses is far more prevalent in Germany than in the UK.

\(^{38}\) These statistics are from authors’ calculations using WMS data. See Figure 13 for an international comparison of scores.
\(^{39}\) KPMG, 2017. Management scores measure the presence of factors such as performance management, training and staff development
\(^{40}\) Bloom & van Reenen, 2007.

Figure 7 - Management in family run businesses\(^ {41}\)

Demographics

The growth, age structure and health of a country’s population are important determinants of its productive capacity.\(^ {42}\) Figure 8 illustrates that, among European countries, those with a younger population and higher average life expectancy tend to have higher levels of TFP and, hence, overall productivity.

\(^{41}\) Firms are defined as family-controlled if second-generation family (or beyond) are the largest combined shareholder.
\(^{42}\) Lisenkova, 2018, outlines the various ways in which the age structure of the population contributes to productivity, including in the UK.
While Scotland’s population has grown over the past two decades, this growth has been concentrated among older age-groups. Between 1997-2017 the number of individuals aged 75 and over grew by 31%, whereas the population of children between 0-15 decreased by almost 9%. Projections suggest this trend will continue, with the largest increases in population in the next ten years being among those groups aged 65 and over, while the number of individuals in younger groups – including the working-age population – is expected to decrease.

Most of Scotland’s recent population increase has come from positive net in-migration, driven by those entering from outside the UK. Since the EU referendum in 2016, however, migration from overseas has begun to decrease and, consequently, so has overall net migration.

Various aspects of health are strongly associated with the productivity of both individuals and countries. As shown in Figure 8, Scotland has a much lower life expectancy than much of western Europe. Scotland scores substantially lower than the OECD average in the organisation’s measure of health – part of the “Better Life Well-Being Index.”

Finally, where people live relative to where jobs are matters to a country’s economy: productivity is higher when people are able to access large numbers of jobs within commuting distance of where they live. Unsurprisingly, then, there is evidence to suggest that better functioning cities are more productive.

### 3.4 Economic policy in Scotland

From its establishment in 1999, each successive Scottish Government has developed economic development

---

45 Immigration can boost productivity in a number of way, such as improving skills and innovation. See, for example, Hunt & Gauthier-Loiselle, 2010.
46 See, for example, Weil, 2007.
47 This data is from 2014, however National Records of Scotland, 2017 note this is still the case based on the most recent data.
48 OECD, 2018c and associated data for description of the index and the measures that are used to construct each; McSorley, 2018 provides UK regional performance.
49 OECD, 2018f.
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strategies. Each saw productivity as playing a critical role.

The first of these, the 2000 "Framework for Economic Development in Scotland" (FEDS), outlined the importance of improved productivity to international competitiveness and sustained economic growth. This emphasis on productivity was mirrored in the 2004 FEDS, and also in the 2007 and 2015 economic strategies, the 2004 “Smart, Successful Scotland” strategy and the 2016 Labour Market Strategy.

In a recent Fraser of Allander Economic Commentary, the Institute listed an additional 19 industry- and demographic-specific economic strategies. The same report highlighted that sitting below these government strategies are a wide range of authorities and advisory boards to oversee and inform decision making.

In 2007 (and refreshed in 2011, 2016 and 2018) the Scottish Government set out a “National Performance Framework” (NPF) to provide “a clear vision for Scotland with broad measures of national wellbeing covering a range of economic, health, social and environmental indicators and targets”.

Eleven “purpose targets” were set for a range of social and economic outcomes, one of which focused on improving Scotland’s productivity. This target – to rank among the top quarter of most productive OECD countries – was an ambitious one; as shown in Section 3.1, it would have required Scotland to close a roughly 20% productivity gap. The NPF and its productivity target were set out immediately before the global financial crisis of 2007-08, and the subsequent recession. As highlighted in Section 3.1, however, productivity growth was already stagnant prior to 2007/8. The necessary productivity growth over the span of a decade has only ever been achieved by other OECD countries in exceptional circumstances, even during periods of prosperity.

In March 2018, changes to the NPF were approved by the Scottish Parliament that laid out new goals for the economy and established more transparent methods by which to assess progress towards them. Productivity remains of central importance in the framework.

We spend a lot on economic development

In the 2016/17 financial year, the Scottish Government spent £1.04 billion on enterprise and economic development, which amounts to 1.5 and 0.8% of total expenditure and Gross Value Added (GVA) respectively, a much larger amount than most other parts of the United Kingdom. This pattern of higher spending on economic development has been consistent since the Scottish Parliament was established in 1999, and in the period since (see Figure 9).

50 Previously the “Scottish Executive”, its legal name until 2012.
52 The Fraser of Allander Institute article can be found here.
53 For the latest, see here.
54 The Purpose Targets can be found here.

55 Scottish Government, 2017b; ONS, 2018a. GVA is GDP minus net taxes on products. We use GVA per hour worked in UK regions due to lack of GDP data.
When looking at a broader measure of government investment in the economy – what the UN and OECD define as expenditure on “Economic Affairs” – a similar picture emerges: Scotland spends more as a percentage of GDP than the UK, but less than two-thirds of European countries.

But productivity remains a major challenge

Despite these intentions to boost productivity, no progress has been made on the 2007 target, with Scotland still far away from the top quarter of the most-productive OECD economies.

3.5 Summing up

We have seen that Scotland’s productivity is only middling when compared with other OECD economies, and that – despite sustained attempts by successive Scottish governments to raise productivity – there has been little productivity growth in Scotland over the last 15 years.

Our review of the evidence suggests that Scotland’s productivity challenge has a range of aspects. There has been little employment growth in our most productive industries. Scottish workers operate with less machinery, equipment and infrastructure than their counterparts in the most productive OECD countries, and there is low business investment, and low R&D spending. We export less than the EU and OECD averages, from a narrow base of industries and firms. While the Scottish workforce is well-educated, it is not clear we make the most of it, given our relatively low levels of management quality and our high concentration of small, lower-productivity firms. Recent declines in Scottish education survey scores are also cause for concern, as is our shrinking

---

56 Figures are for projected regional expenditure from ONS, 2018a and differ from adjusted figures published by the Scottish Government. As adjusted figures are not available for all regions we use the projections assuming errors are not systematic.

57 See United Nations Statistical Division, 2000, for classifications of government spending, and Eurostat, 2018a, for data.
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working-age population.

Figure 10 below shows whether Scotland’s performance in drivers of productivity is above or below OECD and UK averages.

**Figure 10 - Scotland’s performance compared to OECD and UK averages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OECD</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business investment</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government investment</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce Skill</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terms of Trade</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International exports</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFP</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross R&amp;D expenditure</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business R&amp;D</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health/Wellbeing</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is extremely hard to make large increases to a country’s productivity. Indeed, there is a remarkable degree of stability in the rankings: most of the current top 10 in the OECD have been there for over 30 years. The UK has remained at a similar position since OECD records began in 1970.

However, Box 3, opposite, shows that even a very modest increase in productivity would make a big difference.

The next chapter introduces case studies of regions and countries which have experienced a turnaround on one or more driver of productivity. Chapter 5 then highlights what Scotland can learn from these examples in its quest for a more productive future.

**Box 3 Modelling TFP Growth**

We used the Scottish Policy Foundation’s macroeconomic model of the Scottish economy to simulate a 1% growth in TFP, or “Total Factor Productivity”, discussed in section 2.3. In short, TFP is all aspects of the economy that allow the workforce to use the physical capital at their disposal efficiently. As a result it is an important determinant of **labour productivity** — the amount of output that can be generated by an average employee in an hour of work.

The result of a 1% increase in TFP amounts to just over £2.3 billion extra GDP — a sizeable increase for modest change in the efficiency with which output is produced.

Appendix A provides full results and further details of modelling.

---

58 The averages to which Scotland is compared are those referred to in the text. For example, Gross R&D is taken as a percent of GDP.
4. Case studies

Learning from other places

Many aspects of an economy, such as its industrial make-up, workforce, physical capital and institutions, drive its productive capacity. Devolved powers in Scotland significantly affect these drivers and therefore productivity. The Scottish Government has the power to influence, among other things, workforce education, investment in the infrastructure used by businesses, funding for R&D, and how well our cities work.

Findings from overseas cannot be imported wholesale to Scotland. The experience of most places in the world is of limited usefulness when thinking about Scotland, as they do not share sufficiently similar characteristics. Useful insights can be better gleaned from places which are “reasonably comparable” to Scotland.

Our examples, therefore, were selected not only on the basis of proven success, but also because they had reasonably similar characteristics to Scotland, such as demographics and political frameworks. So, for example, there are no Asian places in our sample, as Asian countries generally have markedly different political systems. In particular, countries that are not democracies were excluded.

Some of the better performing nations also do not make for good or relevant comparators because the structure of their economy is too different. For example, the huge scale of Norway’s capital-intensive extractive sector explains its high rate of productivity, while Luxembourg’s statistics are flattered by the attribution of economic activity solely for tax purposes. Finally, data availability at sub-state level is very limited. This meant that we were unable, for example, to look at the experience of individual German lander.

The Greater Manchester and London case studies focus on specific drivers of productivity: urban infrastructure investment and school education respectively. Sweden, Ireland and Australia, meanwhile, tackled the need for wide-ranging reform in their economies.

Scotland is different to all these places, and we do not suggest that any of the models described should be adopted here – we will need to come up with our own bespoke solution. So, we do not draw lessons from individual case studies, but rather lay out common lessons of success in Chapter 5.

List of case studies

Sweden – high skill, high value
Ireland – embracing internationalisation
Australia – negotiating major reform
Greater Manchester – the power of cities
London – transforming school results
4.1 Sweden: high skill, high value

Sweden and other Nordic countries are often cited as examples of what Scotland should aspire to be: small countries with high levels of social protection, high living standards and open but resilient economies. Much has been written about Sweden’s welfare state and the political consensus that exists around it. Less has been written about how the country emerged from a prolonged period of stagnation and a major slump to stabilise its economy and improve productivity without sacrificing the character of its famously well-funded and activist state.

During the 1980s, Sweden experienced low GDP and productivity growth, high inflation, and a large fiscal deficit. In the early 1990s, this culminated in a financial crisis which in many ways presaged the global crisis of 2007-08. Figure 11 shows that, by 1993, Sweden’s GDP had fallen for three consecutive years. The fiscal deficit stood at just over 13% of GDP.\(^59\)

The Swedish crisis created a cross-party consensus that broad reforms were needed to turn the economy around. New budgetary rules and institutions were devised to improve Sweden’s fiscal position. Labour market regulations were relaxed. Changes in competition law and the break-up of public monopolies created opportunities for entrepreneurship.

Moreover, protectionist policies were removed to open Swedish capital markets to foreign investment.\(^60\)

Figure 11 - CPI and GDP growth in Sweden, 1978-2002

In the wake of these reforms, from the mid-1990s until the onset of the global financial crisis, Sweden experienced substantial productivity growth. From ranking 20\(^{th}\) among OECD countries in terms of GDP per hour worked in 1990, the country jumped to 10\(^{th}\) by 2007. Sweden is now also considered to be among the easiest and most competitive

\(^{59}\) OECD, 1995.

\(^{60}\) Neyman, et al., 2015; Folster & Kreicbergs, 2014.
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Economies in which to do business, being ranked 10th and 7th on each measure by the World Bank and World Economic Forum respectively.61

During the 1990s, Sweden was able to forge a more open, competitive and dynamic economy, despite high taxes and a continued strong involvement of the state in economy affairs. It did so in large parts by reining in budget deficits through a new, more credible management of fiscal policy; by promoting participation in a flexible labour market while protecting its workforce; and by enabling investment in high-value industries.

Fiscal discipline through credible institutions

Like Ireland, the Swedish economy became significantly more competitive and internationally open during the 1990s. The deregulation of many state-dominated markets reduced the barriers to entrepreneurship, as defined by OECD measurement of market regulation.62 At the same time, the removal of barriers to foreign investment caused the foreign ownership of Swedish companies to increase rapidly from 7% to 40%.63

Unlike in the case of Ireland, this international competitiveness was achieved in spite of a high-tax environment. Sweden has the third highest VAT rate among EU member states, and is among those with the highest average marginal income tax rates at 57%.64

This is possible because some revenues are spent on improving drivers of productivity that make Sweden an attractive place to do business: the Swedish government spends a larger share of GDP on public investment than any other OECD member country. Furthermore, a range of institutions have evolved to monitor and enforce fiscal discipline.

The Swedish crisis of the early 1990s, and the widespread public dissatisfaction it generated, forced the Swedish government to reduce its deficit and introduce new budgetary rules and institutions. The objective of these was to lock political parties into longer-term budgeting processes which would provide greater certainty about the path of public finances.

A deficit goal of 1% over the business cycle was established, and budgets – set within a margin to allow for inflation and any unforeseen events – were required to be written three years in advance to reduce overspending in the case of tax windfalls. In addition, the monitoring of economic and fiscal developments was handed to two independent institutions.

The central bank became formally independent in 1994, charged with managing monetary and exchange-rate policy, and the analysis and forecasting of macroeconomic developments. Furthermore, the Swedish Fiscal Policy Council was established in 2007 with the aim of providing

61 World Bank, 2018; Schwab, 2018.
62 Neyman, et al., 2015.
64 The European Commission provides information on tax rates here.
independent assessment of government policy and spending. Made up of eight academic economists, the Council reviews progress towards government targets every year, and evaluates the government’s statistics.5

In 1998 the long-term “Convergence Plan”, assessing the economic outlook and the previous year’s policy impacts as well as making recommendations on regional budgets, was put in place for the Swedish economy.65 Today Sweden is among the most equal of OECD countries and each region has a GDP per capita above the EU average.66 The inclusive nature of Sweden’s economic model also finds its reflection the country’s labour market policies.

Using, protecting, and developing the workforce

As part of the reforms of the 1990s, the Swedish Government set about reforming the labour market, with the aim of increasing its flexibility while maintaining the protection of those in work. After the breakdown of centralized wage-bargaining in the 1980s that resulted in uncoordinated agreements within industries, action was taken to organize this process. By 1997, the Industry Agreement, enabling coordinated, industry-level wage bargaining, was concluded.

At the same time, restrictions applying to temporary work contracts were removed, in order to make it easier to find temporary jobs. However, the strict employment protection enjoyed by those in permanent work was maintained, and continues to be in place today, with Sweden having the strictest employment protection among all Nordic nations for those on regular working contracts.67

There are also now numerous policies in place designed to encourage participation in the labour market. For example, low earners are afforded certain tax breaks; subsidies are given to employers who offer jobs to the long-term sick or unemployed; and parents are protected by generous leave policies. In 2013, Sweden had the fourth highest expenditure on parental leave among OECD countries.68

Many of the rights parental leave policies provide, such as 390 days of leave paid at 80% of a parent’s full wage, are available to both parents for each child and are extended until the child’s eight birthday. Childcare is also subsidised in Sweden, meaning couples have the fourth lowest net costs for childcare in the OECD.69 This has helped Sweden achieve the third highest participation rate among OECD countries, and the second highest for females (see Figure 12).70

65 Detailed information on the FPC can be found here.
66 Eurostat, 2018b.
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Adding to this, industrial relations are uniquely organised in Sweden. As of 2015, 90% of employees in Sweden are covered by a collective bargaining agreement, and the proportion of all employees who are members of a trade union, is the third highest in the OECD. A self-regulatory wage-setting approach is used, allowing agreements to be made between employers, unions, and employee organisations that account for competitiveness and productivity.

Sweden spends well above the EU average on educating its workforce. In 2016, investment in education was 6.5% of GDP in comparison to an OECD average of 5.2%. Consequently, Sweden has the highest rate of participation in lifelong learning in this group of countries, with 66% of those aged 25-64 engaged in formal or non-formal education. Also, tertiary education is frequently obtained later in life in Sweden, with only 75% of first time graduates being under 30, the lowest proportion among Nordic countries and far below the OECD average of 82%.

“Value-high innovation-high” investment

In addition to high public investment, Sweden also stands out for its high gross spending on R&D. In 2016, out of all OECD economies only Korea and Israel out-spent Sweden in this category as a percentage of GDP. In the same year there were 14.4 R&D personnel employed per 100 workers in Sweden; only Denmark had more R&D personnel per worker. Business expenditure in this category was 2.4% of GDP in 2015, in comparison to only 0.07% in Scotland.

Swedish firms undertake large-scale investments in so-called intangible assets – that is, in computerised information, innovative property, and economic competencies. Relative to OECD countries for which data are available, Sweden’s investment in such assets is second only to the United States and is roughly as high a percentage of GDP as tangible business investment, which refers to the investment in

73 OECD, 2018b.
74 OECD, 2014.
75 OECD, 2015a.
76 OECD, 2018g.
77 OECD, 2013.
traditional machinery and equipment. \(^78\)

This investment in intangible R&D is not a recent feature of Sweden’s economy. Between 1930-80 extensive research and development was carried out in operations management and workplace organization within industry. \(^79\) Characterised by high levels of trust and a flat hierarchy with decentralized decision making, today Sweden’s management style is unique. \(^80\)

As a result of this sustained R&D, Sweden has the highest patenting rates among OECD countries \(^81\). As Figure 13 shows, Sweden also has one of the highest percentages of well managed firms among EU countries, according to figures of the World Management Survey (WMS). Only Germany has a (slightly) larger percentage of well-managed firms.

Sweden’s high-quality management practices are highlighted by Nicholas Bloom and John van Reenen, two of the lead researchers behind the WMS. \(^82\) The OECD points to Sweden’s high rate of investment in intangible assets as a potential reason for its good management practices.

All of this makes Sweden an ideal place for knowledge-intensive businesses, and it has been embraced by them: the knowledge-intensive share of employment in Sweden is among the highest among OECD countries, and businesses are well integrated in to global value chains. \(^84\)

Innovation has also fostered a culture of entrepreneurship in Sweden, with the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor’s entrepreneurial spirit index ranking Sweden as the second most entrepreneurial country amongst those at a similar level.

---

\(^78\) OECD, 2015c; Corrado, et al., 2012.

\(^79\) Isaksson, 2008.

\(^80\) Bloom, et al., 2012.

\(^81\) See OECD, 2015c for comparison of Sweden’s patenting rates.

\(^82\) For example, Bloom & van Reenen, 2007; Bloom & Van Reenen, 2010.

\(^83\) Countries used are those in which firms are surveyed by the WMS.

\(^84\) OECD, 2015c.
of development.\textsuperscript{85} Importantly, Swedish start-ups have also scaled in to high-growth firms, with six billion-dollar companies emerging from the country since 2003.\textsuperscript{86} This means that Sweden is now one of Europe’s most prolific tech hubs, and Stockholm has produced the second most billion-dollar companies per capita behind the United States’ Silicon Valley.\textsuperscript{86}

**Weathering the global financial crisis**

The Swedish economy was hit hard by the 2008 financial crisis: output fell dramatically more than hours worked, resulting in a large drop in measured productivity: from ranking 10\textsuperscript{th} for GDP produced per hour worked among OECD countries in 2007, Sweden fell to 26\textsuperscript{th} in 2008\textsuperscript{87}.

This was temporary, however, and partly due to the flexible nature of the country’s post-reform labour market. Sweden saw a much smaller decline in full-time employment during the crisis than many other OECD members due to the labour market’s ability to rapidly adjust wages and labour costs.\textsuperscript{88} Consequently, Sweden has enjoyed a much stronger recovery than most OECD countries.

\textsuperscript{85} Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, 2018.
\textsuperscript{86} See, for example, Atomico & Slush, 2017.
\textsuperscript{87} OECD, 2018a.
\textsuperscript{88} Ulku & Muzi, 2015.
4.1 Ireland: embracing internationalisation

For the majority of the 20th century, Ireland’s economy lagged behind those of other Western European nations, earning it a reputation as the region’s “sick man”. By 1986, there was 17% unemployment, a fiscal deficit of around 12% of GNP, and the second highest government debt in the OECD. Net migration from Ireland was negative for decades, and many Irish families watched their children leave for better economic opportunities elsewhere. The contrast with the Ireland of today could not be starker. Thanks to rapid growth from the second half of the 1980s on, Ireland’s economy now ranks among the most prosperous and productive in the OECD.

Facing up to the challenge

Widespread frustration about Ireland’s decades of economic stagnation and mass emigration finally led to the growth of a consensus for change by the mid-1980s. This was accompanied by the rise of a new sense of confidence that Ireland could, and indeed had to, compete on the world stage.

Politicians of all parties gradually placed domestic divisions to one side in order to focus on economic goals and, in 1987, the first of six successive “social partnership accords” aimed at turning around Ireland’s economy was adopted.

---

OECD, 1999.
Kennedy, 2015, outlines the longstanding perception that the Irish were “hard done by”, and Foster, 2004, highlights the changing of this attitude from the late 1980s onwards. Alexander, 2003, comments: “It’s hard to be a victim when you are richer than the mother country”.

---

Figure 14 - Productivity in the UK and Ireland, 1950-2014

The “Programme for National Recovery” was a three-year national agreement between the government and a range of social partners: the Irish Congress of Trade Unions, the Federation of Irish Employers, the Construction Industry Federation, and farming organisations. Public spending was cut and workers accepted pay restraint.

These sacrifices in the name of fiscal discipline sent a credible signal to international investors that Ireland was serious about...
its economy and maintaining fiscal stability.\(^{92}\)

**Internationalisation**

During the first half of the twentieth century, the Irish economy was heavily reliant on agriculture and trade with the UK. In 1960, roughly 75\% of Ireland’s exports were to the UK.\(^{93}\) Figure 15 shows the dramatic increase in Irish trade with other countries over the past sixty years.

Ireland took full advantage of access to the European Union’s Single Market – the sale of goods and services to Member States other than the UK today makes up 38\% of total exports.\(^{94}\) Ireland also took advantage of its use of the English language and its links with the United States. Trade with all foreign countries surged from 114 to 163\% of GDP in the eight years between 1990-98.\(^{95}\) Today, Ireland’s is one of the world’s most open economies.

Ireland developed a range of policies to foster new domestic firms and facilitate access to international markets for those with high-growth potential. Significant tax reliefs on exports and grants for capital investment were introduced. Credit was made easier to access, and there was a shift away from supplying capital to taking equity in growing businesses, and to offering services that aided their development.

\(^{92}\) Alexander, 2003.
\(^{93}\) Bradley, 1999.
\(^{94}\) CSO, 2018.
\(^{95}\) OECD, 1999.

**Figure 15 - Total trade in OECD countries, 2016**\(^{96}\)

Although corporation tax had been relatively low since the 1950s, the 1990s saw Ireland adopt some of the lowest corporate taxes in the world. While there have been small changes to the tax structure and rates since the 1990s, this is still the case today. This has contributed towards high levels of inward investment in Ireland compared to similar open economies and the UK (see Figure 16).

\(^{96}\) Total trade is measured as exports plus imports as percent of purchasing-power adjusted GDP.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Ireland established and developed strong economic institutions. First established in 1949, for two decades the Industrial Development Authority (IDA) acted as a government body within the Department of Industry & Commerce. The IDA’s strategic approach then developed in tandem with Ireland’s overall economic strategy, its purpose evolving over time to match the government’s approach to increasing productivity and growth. The lowering of corporate tax rates followed the 1994 restructuring of the IDA to solely focus on the promotion of Ireland to foreign firms and investors in high-performance, high-employment sectors, further facilitated by the deployment of cultural and diplomatic services to promote Ireland abroad. Following the GFC, the IDA developed a forensic targeting focus on IT services. By 2017, 210,000 people in Ireland were employed in firms supported by the IDA.\(^\text{98}\)

This deliberate pursuit of attracting high-value activity has resulted in consistently high levels of innovation,\(^\text{99}\) but also means that headline productivity is buoyed by the efficiency of foreign-owned firms residing in Ireland.\(^\text{100}\) Domestic firms in all manufacturing and services sectors lag behind severely in output per hour worked.\(^\text{101}\)

Concerns over how much of this international activity was embedded within local supply chains led to efforts to more closely link those of foreign-owned firms with domestic companies, for example by highlighting opportunities for the latter to supply firms based overseas.\(^\text{102}\)

Ireland has also pushed to increase the amount of R&D carried out in the country by multinationals, aiming for spillovers in knowledge, technology and, ultimately, productivity.\(^\text{103}\) Policy instruments included the use of R&D tax credits, the restructuring of public investment in R&D activities, and the

---

SOEs are Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, Belgium, Netherlands, and Denmark.

\(^{97}\) Industrial Development Agency Ireland, 2017.


\(^{100}\) Using Gross National Income rather than GDP places Ireland much closer to countries like the US, France and Germany in terms of productivity, albeit ahead of the UK and the OECD average.

\(^{101}\) Irish Department of Finance, 2018.

\(^{102}\) OECD, 2018d.

\(^{103}\) Irish Department of Business Enterprise, and Innovation, 2015.
establishment in 2016 of the “Knowledge Development Box”, whereby firms can claim tax reliefs on profits arising from an asset or intellectual property developed within Ireland. This approach has helped attract digital companies such as Apple, Google and Microsoft, as well as convincing major life sciences companies like Wyeth and Pfizer to move their R&D activities to Ireland.

Attracting and developing skills

Low corporate tax rates would not have been enough in themselves to effect Ireland’s internationalisation; after all, the country had had relatively low corporate tax rates since the 1950s. The right kind of labour supply was also necessary for overseas businesses to invest, and successive Irish governments recognised the importance of skills.

During the economic stagnation of the 1980s, net migration from Ireland was negative. In the 1990s this was reversed with those moving to Ireland outnumbering those moving away. Both returning migrants and foreign immigrants over this period were, on average, more educated than the general population.

This influx of skilled labour helped lift Ireland’s productive capacity. The inflow of highly-educated workers continued until the onset of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) which resulted in many leaving and a drastic reduction in those arriving.

Ireland’s indigenous working-age population also became increasingly educated. One reason for this was the investment in education made by Irish governments during the 1960s, including the introduction of free secondary school education. The fruits of this spending were realised in the 1990s as the first cohorts to benefit entered the labour market with, on average, higher levels of education than those who came before them.

Since the turnaround of the 1990s, Irish governments have worked to maintain and further develop workforce skills through the implementation of education and skills strategies. Ireland now ranks 19th globally and 10th among Western European countries in terms of human capital, as measured by the World Economic Forum’s index. The UK’s positions in the same rankings were 23rd and 12th respectively.

This high level of human capital among the Irish workforce is an asset the IDA has used to draw investment from foreign businesses to Ireland. It also actively promotes itself as a varied, multi-cultural workforce, the skillset of which is boosted by the high proportion of non-Irish nationals based in the country.

---

104 Fitz Gerald & Kearney, 1999.
105 Barrett & Trace, 1998.
106 For example, CSO, 2017.
107 World Economic Forum, 2017. Data for Scotland is not available.
108 See IDA website.
All strategies involve trade-offs

Such a pronounced turn to openness carries risks. The small, open nature of the Irish economy and its large dependence on inward investment meant Ireland was hit particularly hard by the GFC.\textsuperscript{109}

Income inequality is also high in Ireland. Before redistribution, it is the second most unequal country in the OECD behind Greece, while post-redistribution, Ireland ranks in the middle, with the largest gap between the two measures.\textsuperscript{110}

\textsuperscript{109} It should be noted that a decade-long housing bubble, extraordinary growth in credit and poor macroeconomic policies were also involved.\textsuperscript{110} OECD, 2018d.
4.2 Australia: negotiating major reform

Australia – a small open economy with high living standards and a political system marked by multiple tiers of government – provides an important example of the power of economic reform and the steps governments can take to ensure change is understood and accepted by the public.

Over the course of the 1980s and 1990s, Australia undertook a series of significant economic reforms aimed at improving productivity, economic growth and the wellbeing of the population. This process was undertaken by a progressive federal government in conjunction with labour unions, business and State governments, and has had lasting benefits for Australia’s economy.

Australia’s highly-protected economy faced a number of challenges

Australia enjoyed a period of relative economic success after the Second World War due in part to the strength of its agricultural and mining exports, but by the early 1980s was facing a number of significant economic challenges. Economic policy in this period consisted of a system of protection for local industry, coupled with high levels of regulation and intervention in product and service markets. This system included high tariffs, exchange rate controls, centralised wage-setting and Government ownership and control of transport, telecommunications and utilities infrastructure.¹¹¹

These policies protected industries from overseas and even domestic competition. Businesses continued to use outdated technologies and work practices, investment was directed towards products without long-term potential to add value and many businesses failed to pursue gains from increasing their scale.¹¹² As a result, Australia’s productivity stagnated, growing at 2.5% annually between 1950 and 1973 relative to the OECD average of 3.5%.¹¹³

Australia’s reliance on commodity exports left it exposed to international price movements. When agricultural export prices fell in the 1970s, weak underlying productivity growth was exposed. GDP per-capita in Australia fell from 5th in the world in 1950 to 9th in 1973, and 15th by the late 1980s.¹¹⁴

Accompanying the productivity slowdown were other economic challenges including high inflation (above 10% for much of the 1970s and early 1980s) and a high rate of unemployment (10.2% at its peak in 1983).¹¹⁵ Growth in GDP slowed and Australia experienced a recession in 1983, with journalist Paul Kelly reflecting that “there was a fairly pervasive sense of national stagnation and decline”.¹¹⁶

¹¹² Ibid.
¹¹³ Banks, 2005.
¹¹⁴ Ibid.
¹¹⁵ See figure 20.
A series of reforms made Australia's economy more open, more flexible and more competitive

In 1983, Australia elected a government led by Prime Minister Robert “Bob” Hawke and Treasurer (and later Prime Minister) Paul Keating. Over the course of more than a decade, this government significantly reformed the policies and systems that governed Australia’s economy. These reforms can be broadly grouped as follows:\textsuperscript{117}

\textbf{Trade and capital market liberalisation} – the process of “opening up” Australia’s economy began with the floating of the Australian dollar in March 1983, followed by the removal of some industry protections. Then, from 1988, the government implemented a series of across-the-board tariff reductions which left most tariffs below 5% by the mid-1990s. As these reforms took effect, businesses in Australia were faced with greater international competition, driving them to become more productive and also creating pressure for other reforms.

\textbf{Labour market reform} – Australia’s centralised industrial relations system was one area where international competition created pressure for change. Through an “Accord” with the trade union movement, the government secured support for wage restraint and changes to the wage-setting system in exchange for other social policy changes (discussed below). In particular, the introduction of enterprise bargaining as an alternative to industry-wide negotiations created a system in which wages more closely reflected the productivity of a particular business, improving the incentives for both workers and managers.

\textbf{Infrastructure, network and competition reforms} – regulation and government monopolies in sectors such as transport and utilities were a further barrier to more productive product and service markets. From the late 1980s, the government began partially deregulating sectors such as airlines, coastal shipping and telecommunications. In 1995, the Federal Government and Australia’s six state governments came together to establish the National Competition Policy (NCP), under which all governments implemented a co-ordinated set of reforms to allow greater competition in energy, telecommunications and transport as well as the removal of anti-competitive regulation and the introduction of competitive neutrality principles for government business enterprises.

\textbf{Macroeconomic reform} – inflation targeting was introduced in 1993 with the Reserve Bank of Australia given independence in the management of monetary policy. Efforts were also made to reduce government debt (through asset sales) and increase national saving (through compulsory retirement savings) to reduce Australia’s current account deficit.

\textbf{Taxation reform} – in the late 1980s, the government reduced the rates of personal income tax and corporate tax and broadened the base of these taxes, including through the introduction of income tax on capital gains. This helped improve economic incentives while also improving allocative efficiency in the economy.

\textsuperscript{117} For more detail on these reforms, see for instance: Banks, 2005; Sims, 2013; Shanahan, 2009.

David Hume Institute
Australia’s Productivity Commission has noted that “reform did not proceed according to a predetermined blueprint” and that changes were implemented “gradually, sequentially in a number of important respects, and in an order determined in part by opportunity and political judgement”.¹¹⁸ Nonetheless, together these reforms represent an ambitious transformation of Australia’s economy. This transformation was made possible by a number of factors, including the existence of detailed research on the need for reform, consensus building between governments and stakeholders, clear public communication and the existence of a safety net for those adversely affected by change.

Establishing the case for reform

The structural economic challenges Australia faced were first highlighted by a series of government-commissioned reports and inquiries through the 1960s and 1970s.¹¹⁹ They were explored further by the then-Tariff Board, which was charged with providing independent advice to the government of the day on the level of protection for particular industries.

In 1974, the Tariff Board was remade as the Industries Assistance Commission (IAC). The IAC had a mandate to provide advice and scrutiny of the economy-wide implications of industry assistance, and its research provided a strong base of evidence in support of reform.¹²⁰ The IAC would later become the Productivity Commission.

A further independent inquiry, the 1992 Hilmer Review, set in motion the process of coordinated competition policy changes across the national and State governments that came under the banner of the NCP. The National Competition Council was also established in 1995 with a mandate to review and report on the progress of Australian governments at implementing reforms under the NCP.¹²¹

Consensus was built across the political spectrum

Hawke’s campaign slogan, “Bringing Australia together”, was an indicator of the approach he intended to take in government.¹²² A month after coming to power in 1983, the Hawke Government held a National Economic Summit with representatives from all political parties, state governments, trade unions, businesses and community organisations. The summit resulted in a communiqué agreeing a national approach to economic reform. Hawke later reflected that “virtually all the successes…stemmed from the summit”.¹²³ A similar Tax Summit was held in 1985 to build consensus around tax reform options, leading to tax changes implemented in 1987.¹²⁴

A key plank of the Hawke Government’s consensus approach was the Prices and Incomes Accord (the Accord), an agreement between the Government and the trade union
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movement first signed in 1983 and updated throughout the life of the Government.\textsuperscript{125} The Accord saw unions agree to moderate their wage demands in return for a “social wage” in the form of expanded public health care and improvements to pensions, unemployment benefits and superannuation. This wage moderation contributed to stabilising inflation and reducing unemployment in the 1980s. In 1991, the seventh iteration of the Accord also facilitated the transition of the industrial relations system to enterprise bargaining.

Another area of focus was relations with lower tiers of government. Australia’s system of Federation means that responsibility for many policy issues rests with Australia’s state governments. For this reason, Hawke described microeconomic reform as a “national endeavour” and a “common ground that is absolutely essential, if we are to have a more competitive economy”.\textsuperscript{126} He emphasised that reform would require “co-operation on a scale we’ve seldom seen hitherto in this country” and, in the early 1990s, set about reinvigorating the system of cross-Government negotiation to make this cooperation possible. This system became the Council of Australian Governments (COAG).

Importantly, the Hawke Government’s reforms also enjoyed a degree of bi-partisan support in the Parliament and in some cases the Opposition argued for reform to be taken further (for instance, on industrial relations reform).

\textsuperscript{125} Forsyth & Holbrook, 2017.
\textsuperscript{126} Hawke, 1990.

Clear communication on the need for reform

As political leaders, Hawke and Keating understood that policy research and consensus building with unions and businesses needed to be paired with broader communication with the public in order for reforms to be understood and accepted. In this task, Keating – who had risen to the position of Treasurer despite never finishing high school or receiving formal training in economics – played a key role.

Keating spoke regularly on radio and on television, explaining complex economic topics in frank terms and using plain English. In perhaps the most memorable of these appearances, he warned on radio in 1986 that if the economy was not reformed then “Australia is basically done for” and would risk becoming “a banana republic”. The comments sparked significant controversy but marked a turning point in public perceptions of the challenges Australia faced. Several years later, as Australia entered a severe recession in 1990-91, Keating commented it was “the recession we had to have”, providing a structural shift that would eventually break the back of Australia’s persistently high inflation.

While these frank public comments stand out, they are emblematic of the broader and largely successful efforts of the government to communicate the purpose and effect of reforms to the community. As Martin Shanahan argues, in many ways the most important legacy of the Hawke-Keating Government “has been the shift in how Australians think about markets, the role of government, the importance of the individual and the
extent to which they expect governments to help others.”

**Australia’s strong social safety-net provided protections**

Mindful of the impact of significant economic adjustment on those in the industries and regions most affected, the government sought to ensure that generous welfare and social policies were in place. This was the “quid-pro-quo” of the Accord, with the government providing a “social wage” in the form of increased unemployment benefits and pensions as well as home assistance packages and payments to low-income families.

The most significant reform committed to under the Accord was the introduction of a universal health care scheme. The existing public health scheme had been altered and partly privatised by the previous government and in 1984 the Hawke Government replaced it with Medicare, a universal single-payer scheme. At the time, the Health Minister described Medicare as “a major social reform” that would ensure healthcare was “simple, fair and affordable”.

The government also moved to establish an individualised occupational superannuation scheme, reflecting the need to induce unions to exercise wage restraint, the need for an earnings-related source of retirement income and the need to bolster national savings. Employer superannuation contributions became compulsory from 1992, initially at 3% of income and eventually reaching 9.5% in the 2000s.

Research has indicated that the combined impact of tax, welfare and social policy changes under the Hawke-Keating Government broadly offset any increase in income inequality generated by market reforms over the period, signalling that this approach effectively protected the community from some of the adverse impacts that can accompany reform.

**Figure 17 - Timeline of reform**

Australia’s productivity and per-capita income improved significantly once reforms were in place

Following the recession in 1990-91, Australia has enjoyed a 27-year stretch of economic growth without a recession. Australia’s real GDP growth was below the OECD average through the late 1970s and 1980s but has exceeded the OECD by a significant margin since the 1990s. This period of economic strength reflects a significant rebound in Australia’s
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productivity. Growth in GDP per hour worked and multifactor productivity both reached unprecedented lows at the end of the 1980s but, as Figure 18 shows, both grew strongly through the 1990s as reforms began to take effect.

Figure 18 - Annual productivity and TFP growth in Australia, 1980-2002

Australia’s standard of living also improved following the reform period. GDP per capita, which had grown below the OECD average through the 1970s and 1980s, grew faster than the OECD average through the 1990s and 2000s (see Figure 19).

Figure 19 - Annual change in GDP per capita, 1985-2000

This period of economic growth has also coincided with improvements in other key macroeconomic indicators. As Figure 20 shows, Australia’s unemployment rate declined following the 1990-91 recession and remained low even during the Global Financial Crisis, while inflation also stabilised at a lower level of around 2 to 3%.

Figure 20 - Unemployment rate and inflation, 1980-2002

The Productivity Commission has highlighted how the significant turnaround in Australia’s productivity and economy performance indicates that "something has changed in the way the Australian economy operates to make a break with a
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very long history of underperformance compared with other countries".\textsuperscript{132} It cites greater freedom to allocate resources to their most productive use, as well as improvements in production techniques and management and industrial practices as some of the key drivers of this rebound.

Importantly, research indicates that the combination of employment growth and productivity growth experienced through the 1990s amounted to “doing more with more” rather than “doing more with less”.\textsuperscript{133}

**Reform with an Australian accent**

Australia’s experience of economic reform is unusual in a number of ways. The government achieved a broad political and social consensus in favour of reform; it successfully co-ordinated changes across multiple tiers of government; and it delivered significant improvements to social policy alongside market reforms to provide a safety net for the community.

Together these factors enabled the economic system to be transformed, transitioning Australia from an isolated country with rigid price and regulatory regimes and extensive protections for industry, into a flexible and open nation with an educated workforce and more competitive business sector.

The benefits for Australia’s productivity and, in turn, the living standards of Australians, have been significant and stand as an example to other countries of what can be achieved through economic policy reform.

\textsuperscript{132} Productivity Commission, 1999.  
\textsuperscript{133} Parham, 2000.
4.3 Greater Manchester: the power of cities

As foreshadowed in Section 3.3, well-functioning cities that offer lots of employment opportunities within commuting distance of people’s homes are strongly correlated with higher productivity. As such, this case study therefore explores the evolution of Manchester into one of the UK’s best-functioning cities.

Manchester experienced the rapid, industrial growth of the nineteenth century, then the consequences of industrial decline in the twentieth. Recently the city has revived, with output, productivity, and employment growth significantly above UK averages.

Interdependent local authorities

The Local Government Act of 1972 established the metropolitan county of Greater Manchester, comprising ten independent local authorities, five in the north: Wigan, Bury, Bolton, Rochdale, Oldham; and five in the south: Tameside, Stockport, Trafford, Salford, and Manchester.

The City of Manchester accounted for 29% of the region’s economic output in 2016, considerably more than the other local authority areas; the next largest local authority contribution, Salford’s, was 13%. As such, the City of Manchester’s re-generation has been central to the region’s growth in the past four decades.

In contrast, Greater Manchester’s population is much more equally spread across its local authorities, with less than 20% resident in the City of Manchester. This means many of the suburbs that are home to its workforce lie outwith the City’s local authority boundaries.

Figure 21 - Greater Manchester
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The 1996 IRA bombing of the Arndale Centre is often cited as the turning point for the city due to the regeneration that followed. According to Sir Richard Leese, the leader of Manchester City Council, however, the city had begun to change long before the bombing. Its combination of economic and administrative geography made cross-authority cooperation necessary for economic growth. This meant that the successful re-building of the city was enabled by decisions made in the mid-late 1980s, decisions founded on an understanding that Greater Manchester was one integrated economy.

### Infrastructure investment based on city-region economics

Well-functioning city economies rely heavily on connectivity between residential and business areas. City centres are usually dominated by commercial property, so the employees of these companies generally do not live centrally. The larger a city is, the higher the cost of living in the city-centre. The further away from the centre employees live, the more important well-functioning transport links are.

Because they understood that improving connectivity would “get people to jobs, rather than get jobs to people”, Greater Manchester’s ten local authorities made joint investments in infrastructure, particularly transport, based on the economics of the overall city-region rather than on the priorities of individual authorities.
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The first of these major transport investments, starting in 1991, was the construction of the Metrolink tram and rail system. This first phase connected Manchester Piccadilly with the centres of Bury and Altrincham – two important commuter towns – with roughly 31km of tram and light rail lines. In 1999, a line was added to Eccles in Salford.

Between 2009 and 2014, thirty kilometres were added across four lines, connecting Manchester Piccadilly to Rochdale, Ashton (Tameside), East Didsbury (Manchester), and Manchester Airport at a cost, as of 2018. In 2017, a fifth line was completed, and construction began on a connection to the Trafford centre, the UK’s second largest retail centre.

These recent additions to the Metrolink system were carried out in parallel with significant changes to Greater Manchester’s bus and road systems. These included the Bus Priority Package, a £122 million expansion and improvement across the city region; the introduction of the North West's first guided “Busway”; and a programme to improve connections between Bolton, one of Greater Manchester’s most northerly cities, with Salford, already well integrated with the City of Manchester’s main transport systems.

These investments in Greater Manchester’s infrastructure were made through a combination of public and private borrowing. Later investments would be financed differently. After a referendum on congestion charging was lost in late 2008, the Greater Manchester Transport Fund (GMTF), to which all ten local authorities contributed, was established.

All proposed projects were evaluated according to their
potential economic impact on the whole city-region, particularly in terms of GVA and productivity.\textsuperscript{144} Investments were made in the proposals which made the most difference, regardless of where they were situated. The GMTF also acted as an assurance to central government that Greater Manchester was willing to invest its own resources in its economic development, and helped secure an additional £3 billion from the Treasury.\textsuperscript{145}

**Figure 22 - Greater Manchester Timeline**

An understanding of how the city-region functions has also been used to inform other types of economic development. The eventual location of Greater Manchester’s Enterprise Zone,\textsuperscript{146} an already strong, well-connected economic area near Manchester Airport, was not an obvious selection but was chosen on the basis that it would complement existing businesses and provide the largest net economic impact for the whole city-region, instead of being situated where it might help smaller-scale or struggling businesses.

**Using evidence**

New Economy, a trading arm of the GMCA, was established to provide “policy, strategy and research advice to promote economic growth and prosperity in Greater Manchester”.\textsuperscript{147} An early evidence review paper produced by New Economy in 2007 suggested that there was a need for a greater understanding of Greater Manchester’s economy to better respond to its structural strengths and weaknesses.\textsuperscript{148}

In response, the GCMA established the Manchester Independent Economic Review (MIER), led by an independent panel made up of Jim O’Neill, Head of Global Economic Research, Goldman Sachs, Professor Edward Glaeser, Professor of Economics, Harvard University, Diane Coyle, Managing Director, Enlightenment Economics, Sir Tom McKillop, then Chairman of RBS, and Jonathan Kestenbaum, Chief Executive of Nesta.

The MIER led in turn to the Greater Manchester Strategy (GMS), all ten local authorities having agreed that the MIER’s recommendations ought to be prioritised.

As well as strategic priorities, the MIER also recommended a

\textsuperscript{144} Greater Manchester Combined Authority, 2014.
\textsuperscript{145} HM Treasury, 2017.
\textsuperscript{146} Enterprise Zones are areas, initially introduced in the 1980s and re-established by the 2010-15 Coalition government, in which businesses receive benefits, including tax relief on investments.
\textsuperscript{147} Detailed information on New Economy can be found here.
\textsuperscript{148} Holden & Harding, 2015.
change in the GMCA’s approach to economic and policy analysis. A Single Assessment Framework (SAF) was developed and used to evaluate the economic impact of development proposals in its local authority areas including potential transport funding and Enterprise Zones. Similarly, Greater Manchester used a Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) model, which evaluated potential projects in terms of economic impact. The model is now an annex to the HMRC’s “Green Book” and is used to evaluate projects in all ten Greater Manchester local authorities.

Population and employment have both increased

Robust productivity data isn’t available at the city level. We do know, however, that Manchester has experienced a significant population increase without a decrease in its employment rate. Between 1998 and 2015, Manchester’s population and employment increased by 149%, and employment by 84%, giving it the fastest combined growth in these measures among UK cities. In addition, the working-age population is increasingly highly qualified.

In 2012, Greater Manchester secured a “City Deal”, an historic devolution deal with the UK government, providing the means and powers to further invest in the region’s economy. In 2014, it was announced that Greater Manchester would hold elections for a “metro-mayor”, with similar powers to the Mayor of London. The first mayor of Greater Manchester was elected in 2017.
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Box 4 - Eight lessons on using evidence

In 2015, the What Works Centre for Local Economic Development’s case study on the use of evidence in Greater Manchester listed the following eight lessons:

**Recognise that developing an evidence-led approach is a long-term project.** Create an ‘evidence ecosystem’ where evidence is asked for, created and acted upon.

**Create demand for evidence, don’t just create evidence.** Evidence needs to be seen as robust and useful by those best able to exert influence on policy.

**Bring your partners along.** Only through the right type and right amount of engagement can buy in be achieved from a suitably wide range of organisations and individuals.

**Encourage external challenge.** Externally verified evidence can ensure that findings are seen as high-quality, robust and independent, helping avoid evidence being seen as skewed to a particular agenda. It is also more difficult to ignore.

**Acknowledge and address negative findings.** Findings that show that past approaches do not work, or new proposals are flawed, are at least as valuable as positive findings.

**Create compelling narratives.** This helps evidence move into live political discourse and implementation.

**Use it or lose it.** Unless evidence is seen to be acted on, an evidence-based approach will quickly lose currency.

**Shape your own destiny.** Anticipate developments and develop understanding of the opportunities and challenges.

---
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4.4 London: transforming school results

The London Challenge was established in 2003 by the then Labour Government to combat poor performance in London schools. At the time of its establishment, only around 40% of pupils in London, and around 30% of the most deprived pupils, were achieving 5 A*-C results at GCSE.

Over the period of the London Challenge, and its successor City Challenge programme, results improved dramatically. By 2011, roughly 60% of pupils in London schools were achieving 5 A*-C at GCSE, surpassing the national average. London had not just improved outcomes – but moved ahead of the rest of the country. Students in London have continued to outperform the national average, and in 2016 the gap between the two had widened to over 5.5 percentage points (See Figure 23). In the early 2000s, the problem of poor outcomes in London schools was seen by many in the education establishment as intractable and the result of low levels of investment, high levels of disadvantage among pupils and difficulty in recruiting and retaining quality staff. As the Labour Government moved into its second term, there was a growing sense that while much had been done to improve education, not enough had been achieved to improve the worst performing schools. In his introduction to the document launching the London Challenge, the Education Secretary Charles Clarke said:

“There are still far too many schools which are failing to inspire and lead their communities and far too many areas where educational aspirations are low. Too many parents are anguished and fearful, rather than proud or confident, when choosing their child’s secondary school. And there are far too many who feel that either expensive private education or lengthy journeys across the city from home to school are the only satisfactory answer.”

In the early 2000s, the problem of poor outcomes in London schools was seen by many in the education establishment as intractable and the result of low levels of investment, high levels of disadvantage among pupils and difficulty in recruiting and retaining quality staff. As the Labour Government moved into its second term, there was a growing sense that while much had been done to improve education, not enough had been achieved to improve the worst performing schools. In his introduction to the document launching the London Challenge, the Education Secretary Charles Clarke said:

“There are still far too many schools which are failing to inspire and lead their communities and far too many areas where educational aspirations are low. Too many parents are anguished and fearful, rather than proud or confident, when choosing their child’s secondary school. And there are far too many who feel that either expensive private education or lengthy journeys across the city from home to school are the only satisfactory answer.”

—
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The establishment of the London Challenge

The Labour Government of 1997 was elected on a platform that prioritised education. Famously, the then Prime Minister Tony Blair, when asked about his priorities, said "education, education, education". In the first term of the Labour Government from 1997-2001, record levels of investment were made in schools and innovative policies put in place to tackle underachievement. By the beginning of the second term in 2001, there was widespread recognition that standards were improving, but that the most disadvantaged schools were still lagging behind.

Among underachieving schools, London’s secondary schools had some of the worst performance, with exam results trailing other parts of the country. Special emphasis was therefore needed to turn them around. The London Schools Challenge project became a focus of the Prime Minister’s attention and, as such, a focus for the whole of Government. Inside the Department for Education, the appointment of a dedicated Minister for London Schools was unusual but meant there was a driving force for the work across Government.

Stephen Twigg, who was appointed to that portfolio in 2002, described the creation of a Minister for London Schools as “crucial to getting [the London Schools Challenge] off the ground”. Alongside him were a small team of dedicated civil servants who were tasked with running the challenge, led by a senior Director and London’s first “Schools Commissioner”, Tim Brighouse. Hardwiring the London Challenge into the machinery of government in this way, and providing ministerial oversight and political heft, was an essential component of its success.

A significant early challenge was bringing London’s local authorities onboard. The team leading the reforms had to bring 32 boroughs with them, each with their own political dynamic and fiercely protective of their independence. Having a dedicated minister and Civil Service team contributed to achieving this, with the officials largely left to implement the policy while the minister undertook the outreach and engagement. Stephen Twigg, then Minister for London Schools, described the importance of this work:

“When we were setting up we identified [resistance from local authorities] as one of the biggest risks. The levers available to us if local government had resisted would have been quite limited. I spent a lot of my time going around London and meeting the Councils. I made a point of going to every single borough, even the ones that didn’t have that many issues compared to the priority boroughs. In particular, I made a point of reaching out to all the different parties.”

This close and collaborative working between the department and local authorities meant that, in most cases, local government did not resist the roll out of the London Challenge and in many cases it was welcomed even by boroughs under the political control of an opposition party.

A similar challenge was faced by teaching unions and this was
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identified in the early days of the project. While the government would later face some resistance from the trade unions to the roll out of academies, any opposition to the London Challenge was relatively low key and was handled effectively. The appointment of Tim Brighouse was key to achieving this. Given his long-established reputation in opposing Conservative education proposals and as an education campaigner, he commanded the support of the teaching unions throughout the reform process.

The London Challenge was built on a solid foundation from the outset, making chances of success far higher. The priority placed on the programme, the hardwiring of it into the machinery of government and the significant effort put into bringing stakeholders onboard all contributed to its success. A similar programme – with lower levels of support from the educational establishment – would not have had as high a chance of success.

**Improving school leadership and management**

A key part of the London Challenge was identifying that underperformance of many schools was linked to the low quality of leadership and management. A large body of evidence, including many international studies, now exists showing that management quality and pupil outcomes are positively correlated, but in the early days of the London Challenge interventions around leadership were often seen as fairly radical.

Support for school leadership was underpinned by the network of London Challenge advisers who were independent and experienced education experts appointed by the Department for Education. Each adviser had a cluster of local authorities which they oversaw and took a lead in supporting each school, usually chairing improvement partnership boards made up of school senior staff, governors and local authority representatives. The availability of the advisers and their focus on individual schools meant that they were available to quickly establish programmes of support for schools that were causing concern, putting together bespoke solutions for each school. The presence of the advisers also meant that there was always a direct line back to the Department for Education to monitor progress.

As well as the London Challenge advisers, headteachers and senior management of schools were provided with peer support from other senior education leaders across London who provided mentoring and guidance for school leaders in underperforming schools. Much of this was provided by the London Leadership Strategy, co-ordinated by the London Challenge and the National College for Leadership. This programme provided a pool of “system leaders” that could be called upon by the London Challenge advisers to support headteachers.

Finally, for some schools, becoming an academy was identified as the best way to improve outcomes. English academies are free of local authority control and have the
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support of an external sponsor, such as a charity or private company. While academisation transformed the outcomes of many secondary schools in London, it should be noted that the London Challenge was not reliant on a change in school status. In 2010, after seven years of the London Challenge, fewer than a quarter of London Challenge schools had become academies, but all had shown significant improvement in pupil outcomes.\textsuperscript{160}

**Teaching quality**

One of the key challenges faced by London Schools at the outset of the London Schools Challenge was the recruitment, retention and development of teachers. For a range of reasons, many aspiring teachers avoided London as a destination for work. In the 2002 government paper launching the London Challenge, the UK government stated its aim that “we want London to be recognised, as in many other professions, as the peak of the teaching profession”.\textsuperscript{161}

Turning the tide in teacher recruitment in London was one of the first steps in achieving an improvement in teaching quality. To achieve this, several measures were put in place to attract teachers to the capital.

Firstly, the Chartered London Teacher programme was rolled out to eligible teachers, offering improved terms and conditions for teachers who met a set of high standards and remained teaching in London.

Secondly, the government recognised the need to reduce barriers to entry to teaching in London and to hold existing teachers in the capital. Therefore, a mortgage guarantee scheme and other support for housing was made available to teachers across London to enable them to afford family homes.

Third, the London Challenge advisers were available to help identify training and development needs among staff in schools, and to broker support to enable support to be put in place. For example, this could involve helping schools access small grants from central government to cover the cost of supply teachers, thus enabling permanent staff to be absent from teaching in order to receive further training.

Finally, new routes into teaching were established to encourage people from non-traditional teaching backgrounds into the profession. The most prominent of these was Teach First, an independent charity which encouraged high performing graduates to spend two years teaching before moving into business or industry. The programme was not an integral part of the London Challenge, but Teach First teachers did contribute to London Challenge schools and were seen by many school leaders as a component of their success in improving outcomes. Since its original cadre of 45 teachers, Teach First has now grown to be the UK’s second largest graduate recruiter and has now extended out of London into other urban areas across England.
There is not significant evidence of the direct link between their presence in schools and the impact on results. In London, some success could be attributed to Teach First, but this may also have been a result of other changes that were occurring in the education system at the same time. Regardless, the system did provide a new route into teaching for people who may have otherwise not chosen the career, with many staying beyond their two-year initial term.

**The London Challenge a decade on**

The London Challenge in its original form concluded in 2008 and was expanded to include several other areas across the UK. As exam results data for the period and beyond shows, the original intention of improving London schools and closing the gap with the rest of the country was met. Outcomes for the most disadvantaged students improved markedly.

It is worth noting that the London Challenge coincided with a period of record investment in schools, with government spending on education increasing by 78% in real terms between 1997 and 2010.\(^{162}\) Without a doubt, this made a considerable difference to outcomes and to the scope of interventions that were possible.

However, even with current financial constraints, there is much that could be done to improve schools. Many of the lessons about leadership, staff development, clustering of schools and networks of support, are possible in a period of lower public spending.

\(^{162}\) Lupton & Obolenskaya, 2013.
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**Box 5 - Skills and productivity growth**

The Scottish Policy Foundation’s macroeconomic model allows for workers to have different levels of skill and productivity. We use it to assess the potential impact of two changes to the productivity of the Scottish workforce, based on the current proportion of high and low-skilled workers.

In the first scenario, we make everyone more productive. A 1% increase to the productivity of all Scottish workers results in long-term GDP growth of just under 1%, or £1.49 billion.

In the second scenario, we “upskill” the Scottish labour force: we ask what would happen if 20,000 full time employees who are currently low-skilled became high-skilled. This has the effect of increasing GDP by just over £0.26 billion.

See appendix for full results and further details of modelling.
5. Lessons of success

We chose these case studies because an impressive turnaround had been effected, sometimes on just one driver of productivity, such as in London, sometimes across the board, as in Australia. All these places are different from Scotland, and not all the turnarounds would be possible in Scotland. However, all the lessons identified below are applicable.

Following are some common themes which jumped out.

The turnarounds in these case studies generally involved a focus on the evidence, first to diagnose and face up to the problem, and then to sustain the response. A degree of consensus and collaboration, whether across political parties, sectors of society or geographic jurisdictions, was then required to come to agreement about the way forward. These processes were both often supported and facilitated by credible and strong institutions, which were independent of day-to-day politics. Finally, a focus on skills was prominent in each case study.

In all cases, there was a concerted effort to get their act together and make choices, and to then stick to a consistent strategic direction across a long period of time, including across political cycles.

None of the case studies suggests there are any quick policy fixes for Scotland.

A focus on evidence

In all the cases, there was a focus on building the evidence to understand the problem and design the response.

The structural economic challenges Australia faced were first highlighted by a series of government-commissioned reports and inquiries through the 1960s and 1970s. These challenges were explored further by the then-Tariff Board, which was charged with providing independent advice to the government of the day on the level of protection for particular industries. In 1974, the Tariff Board was remade as the Industries Assistance Commission (IAC). The IAC had a mandate to provide advice and scrutiny of the economy-wide implications of industry assistance, and its research provided a strong base of evidence in support of reform.

The IAC would later become the Productivity Commission, which now carries out five year independent reviews of Australia’s productivity performance, the most recent of which was published in October 2017. Former Chair of the Productivity Commission, Gary Banks, argues that it “has provided Government with a source of well researched advice on structural reform that is impartial and concerned with the longer-term interests of the community as a whole”.

---
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In **Manchester**, a 2007 review by New Economy that suggested the authorities’ understanding of Greater Manchester’s economy was insufficient. Mike Emmerich, who led the review, describes how city leaders agreed that they needed to “**put a mirror up to Manchester and get people to look hard at themselves through the eyes of others… It takes a confident set of politicians and business leaders to agree to that.**”  

As described in the case study, this led to the MIER, a major independent review of the city, and the first of its kind in Europe. It produced tough analysis that led to a shared understanding of how the region worked.

In **London**, the focus on the quality of leadership and management in schools, and teacher quality mirrored that findings of research about what was most important in school education. Data about what was happening in schools was also used to sustain efforts as the programme continued.

### Consensus and collaboration

The levels of consensus and collaboration we found implies important roles not just for government, but also for business, trade unions and others.  

In particular, there was a notable assumption that business success was good for the country.

Consensus and collaboration was a highly significant ingredient in the transformation of the **Australian** economy. The government’s reforms enjoyed a degree of bi-partisan support in the Parliament through the 1980s and 1990s. In some cases, the Opposition argued for reform to be taken further (for example, on industrial relations reform). Paul Kelly notes that “this was a remarkable and unusual advantage for a reforming government” which provided “great political flexibility and the chance to occupy the middle ground” and “also helped to entrench the reform policies”.  

Outside Parliament, Bob Hawke’s campaign slogan, “**Bringing Australia Together**”, was an indicator of the approach the new Prime Minister intended to take. One month after coming to power in 1983, the government held a National Economic Summit with representatives from all political parties, State governments, trade unions, businesses and community organisations. The summit resulted in a communiqué agreeing a national approach to economic reform. Hawke later reflected that “virtually all the successes… stemmed from the summit”. A similar Tax Summit was held in 1985 to build consensus around tax reform options, leading to tax changes implemented in 1987.

A key plank of the consensus approach was the Prices and Incomes Accord (the Accord), an agreement between the Government and the trade union movement first signed in 1983 and updated throughout the life of the Government. The Accord saw unions agree to moderate their wage demands in return for a “social wage” in the form of expanded public health care and improvements to pensions.

---
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unemployment benefits and superannuation.

This wage moderation contributed to stabilising inflation and reducing unemployment in the 1980s. Barbara Pocock writes that “while the Accord’s merits for different classes of interests are contested, there can be no doubt of its political success”, providing the consensus to underpin major reforms.172

By the late 1980s, the decline in the fortunes of the Swedish economy had led to anger among many Swedes who began to react to poor economic performance and a lack of reforms to public services.173 The banking crisis of the early 1990s, together with the widespread recognition of the Swedish economy’s poor performance, led to some political unity. This first emerged during the banking crisis when key policies to stabilise the Swedish banking system were agreed by both the centre-right Government and the Social Democratic party.

In Ireland in the 1980s, an emerging “politics of change” involved a cross-political consensus that “something had to be done”. The eventually resulted in a series of national agreements made between government, public and private sectors, and trade unions, starting with 1998’s “Programme for National Recovery”.

In Greater Manchester, extensive collaboration between the local authorities developed over a long period of time, resulting in mature political and officer level relationships. It was then accelerated by recognition that their economic interdependence made cross-authority cooperation necessary for economic growth.174

Finally, in the London Challenge, the chances of success were increased by significant efforts to involve local authorities and teaching unions from the beginning.

Strong, credible institutions

There was an important role for credible institutions, independent of day-to-day politics, which could command the confidence of people across the country and were able to hold decision-makers to account.

Australia’s influential Productivity Commission is mentioned above. The Australian National Competition Council was established in 1995 with a mandate to review and report on the progress of Australian governments at implementing reforms under the National Competition Policy.175 Other economic institutions, such as the Treasury and the Reserve Bank of Australia, also provided support for reform and together these institutions and inquiry processes built what economics journalist Paul Kelly describes as “the intellectual momentum” for significant policy changes.176

In Sweden, the fiscal rule is monitored by independent institutions and agencies which provide an objective view of fiscal policy, including the Swedish Fiscal Policy Commission, established in 2007 and now held up as a “gold standard” for independent fiscal monitoring. Sweden’s welfare state is often

175 COAG Communiqué, 1994.
cited overseas as a success, but less frequently highlighted are the fiscal measures and institutions that have provided the conditions for social protections to be sustained.

In **Ireland**, the two main economic development agencies – the IDA (primarily concerned with FDI) and Enterprise Ireland (primarily concerned with business growth and internationalisation of domestic firms), enjoy broad political support and help to provide a focus lacking in other countries.

Another institution, the Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI), was established in 1960. The Institute is staffed by academics and seconded civil servants responding to the demand for rigorous, independent analysis to support effective policymaking to tackle social and economic issues. Today, the ESRI covers 12 broad social and economic areas. In 2017, the Institute worked on a total of 84 projects across these research areas, resulting in 186 publications, 85 radio and TV interviews and 171 events.  

In **Greater Manchester**, institutional capacity at city-region level has developed over time and is now perhaps unequalled in any area outside of London. The “family of organisations”, includes: the international airport, uniquely and jointly owned by the 10 local authorities; MIDAS, the inward investment agency; Marketing Manchester, the visitor-promotion agency partly sponsored by the Airport; and New Economy, which could be described as the “the ESRI for Manchester”. These organisations help to provide the analysis that allows Greater Manchester to remove the politics from infrastructure decision-making. This now happens at city-region level rather than have each authority “bid” for their separate priorities.

**Focus on skills**

Improving education levels was the aim of the London Challenge Programme, and so it is not surprising that a focus on skills was at the centre of the London schools case study. But focus on this driver of productivity was prominent much more broadly. This is of particular interest for Scotland, given declining school education survey scores and the training and retraining challenges presented by digitalisation.

In **Australia**, education was a central focus, with Hawke arguing that “since education played the key role in the development of human capital, it was central to a productive and internationally competitive economy”.  

In 1987 the government announced a Strengthening Australian Schools policy, establishing the Department of Employment, Education and Training and beginning a shift towards outcomes-focused and needs-based funding for schools. Access to higher education was also increased. An income-contingent loans program financed growth, reflecting the Government’s intent that education needed to be “a major force in the economic and social life of the country”.  

**Swedish** liberalisation of the labour market was accompanied by significant investment in education and skills, with

---
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education spending amounting to 6.9% of Swedish GDP against an EU average of 4.9%.

In Ireland, a 2016 “National Skills Strategy” aimed to identify the skills required to support Ireland’s economy in the future. Ireland now ranks 19th globally and 10th among Western European countries for human capital in the World Economic Forum’s index. The UK’s positions in the same rankings are 23rd and 12th respectively.\footnote{World Economic Forum, 2017. Data for Scotland not available.}

**Getting their act together and making choices**

It is not surprising that “getting their act together” is characteristic of successful turnarounds, but the texture of the stories illustrates the kind of leadership required.

As part of getting their act together, the role of fiscal discipline is particularly apparent in both Ireland and Sweden. In Ireland, low corporate taxes are often regarded as the thing that resulted in the take-off of the economy. In fact, low corporation taxes for inward investors had been increasing since their lowest rate in the late 1950s. The difference in the late 1980s came with a commitment to balance the budget. With this and the new social partnership, “Ireland sent a signal of intent that carried credibility with investors”.\footnote{Alexander, 2003.} Similarly in Sweden, “getting their act together” started with the realisation that fiscal credibility in the short and medium term would have to be the foundation of any meaningful recovery.

The case studies also make it clear that there are country-specific \textbf{level choices} to be made. For example, Ireland chose to go for low corporate tax rates to make it sufficiently attractive for international companies to base there. Such low tax rates could be argued to be incompatible with an “inclusive economy”. Indeed, before redistribution, Ireland has the second highest levels of income inequality in the OECD behind Greece, and post-redistribution ranks only in the middle of the inequality distribution.\footnote{OECD, 2018d.} On the other hand, Sweden retains higher tax rates, resulting in fewer large international companies choosing Sweden as a base, but allowing for the kinds of employment protections and parental leave policies for which the country is well known.

These case studies suggest that it is not possible to combine different models, as if choosing options from a menu. All economic models involve trade-offs, and each country needs to set its own priorities.
6. Conclusion

As described in Chapter 5, the turnarounds in the case studies involved: a focus on the evidence to acknowledge and understand the problem; consensus and collaboration across political divides, business and unions; credible and strong institutions; and often a prominent focus on skills. These places got their act together and stuck with it, including across political cycles.

Productivity growth requires focus. Of course, decisions will need to be made about how to distribute the gains to ensure broad-based prosperity. But without growth in the first place, there will be no gains to distribute.

Stepping back from these lessons of success, two final implications of the research stood out:

1. All economic models involve trade-offs. Scotland needs to make a choice about what it wants from its economy and then act accordingly. The level of clarity, focus and execution in these case studies is an order of magnitude different from what happens in Scotland today.

2. There is no consensus on how the global economy will develop – whether on trade patterns, the pace of digitalisation, or the changes automation and AI will bring. What we can be sure of, whatever constitutional settlements evolve, is that the population of Scotland will need jobs, and that focusing on the drivers of productivity that increase people’s skills and access to jobs will also increase opportunity.

There are no quick fixes to Scotland’s productivity challenge. Productivity is a long-term game, and turning it around is something a whole country does – government, business, unions and others – by acting together.
Appendix: Scottish Policy Foundation Modelling

To assess the potential economic implications of certain changes in productivity and its drivers, we use the Scottish Policy Foundation’s Computational General Equilibrium (CGE) macroeconomic model of the Scottish economy.

The model aims to capture the complex interactions that take place between government, households, businesses, the workforce, trade partners, and policy within Scotland. It accounts for various aspects of the economy such as education, skills, public investment, industry structure, the composition of exports and imports, and housing markets.

As a result, it is possible to use the model to “simulate” the impact of certain changes to these structures over time. Like all economic models, the Scottish Policy Foundation’s macroeconomic model provides a simplified picture of the intricate economic relationships it aims to capture. However, with due attention to its simplifying assumptions, it provides a framework to assess the effect of a change in the economic or policy landscape within reasonable boundaries.

We summarised the main results of the model simulations in boxes throughout the report. Here, we expand on these and present some analysis of additional implications.

Modelling productivity growth in different sectors

Table A1 provides the results of the simulations for 1% and 2.5% increases in labour-augmenting productivity in Services and Manufacturing industries respectively. It shows that they have the same effect on GDP and wages, but different effects on other economic indicators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1% Services</th>
<th>2.5% Manufacturing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exports</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
<td>0.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imports</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPI</td>
<td>-0.19%</td>
<td>-0.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

184 For the purposes of this simulation, public services and imputed rental have been excluded from the increases in labour productivity.
185 “Long-term” is considered to be 10-15 years. The increase in productivity is the only exogenous change introduced, so the results should be interpreted as a deviation from what would have occurred if productivity had remained unchanged. In all simulations labour supply is held constant. In the short-run the supply of capital is held constant, but in the long run it adjusts to its new equilibrium level.
Modelling TFP growth

We discussed the results of simulating a shock to TFP – a simultaneously improvement in the efficiency of labour and capital. Some of the aspects of the economy that feed in to TFP, however, might only impact the efficiency of labour and not capital, or vice versa. As a result, economists are also interested in two other types of factor productivity: One which improves only the efficiency of labour (labour-augmenting), and another which improves the efficiency of physical capital (capital-augmenting).

Table A1 summarises the short-term and long-term results of a 1% increase in each of labour-augmenting, capital-augmenting, and total factor productivity. These results, and those all tables that follow, are the result of three main effects:

1. The direct **productivity effect** – with increased productivity of a factor, a given level of output can be produced with a lower physical amount of it.

2. The **substitution effect** – since the effective cost of the more productive factor of production is lower, firms start to switch to using more of it. The strength of this effect is determined by how easy it is to switch capital for labour and maintain output.

3. The **competitiveness effect** – a reduction in production costs following improvements in productivity leads to a general fall in prices and makes domestic output more competitive. This results in higher consumption and exports. The effect is bigger the more sensitive demand for output is to changes in price, which depends on the openness of the economy.

In all three scenarios in Table A2 an improvement in GDP, a fall in prices and an increase in exports is expected as a result of the combination of these three effects. The reaction of employment is, however, ambiguous. It depends on whether TFP growth capital-augmenting, labour-augmenting or neutral, and whether we consider the short run (in which capital supply is fixed), or the long run (once the capital supply has adjusted to the change).

Table A2 – Short-and Long-term effects after 1% increase in productivity via different channels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labour-augmenting</th>
<th>Capital-augmenting</th>
<th>TFP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short run</td>
<td>Long run</td>
<td>Short run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>0.36%</td>
<td>0.96%</td>
<td>0.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>-0.15%</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imports</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exports</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
<td>1.08%</td>
<td>0.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>-0.18%</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
<td>0.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPI</td>
<td>-0.20%</td>
<td>-0.39%</td>
<td>-0.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages</td>
<td>-0.53%</td>
<td>-0.22%</td>
<td>0.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real wages</td>
<td>-0.33%</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
<td>0.61%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Skills and productivity growth

One way to increase the productivity of the workforce is to invest in skills. Investments in higher and further education and work-based learning programmes are doing just that. The Fraser of Allander Institute has conducted extensive research on the macroeconomic effects of investing in human capital through various training programmes.¹⁸⁶

We highlighted the importance of considering productivity growth of workers at different skill levels, and the skill composition of the workforce.¹⁸⁷ Tables A3 and A4 provide the detailed results of the simulations.

In Table A3, the skilled/unskilled labour productivity shocks are modelled as if every skilled/unskilled employee can produce more output (other things being equal). This triggers productivity, substitution and competitiveness effects. Since we have now divided labour into two categories, however, there is substitution between skilled and unskilled workers as well as between labour and capital.

Table A3 shows that regardless of whether the shock comes to skilled productivity, unskilled productivity, or both, the long-run result is a stimulation of economic activity and higher GDP. In the short run, however, the negative productivity effects dominate the substitution and competitiveness effects and employment falls in all but the case of unskilled employment after a shock to unskilled productivity.

In all cases, real wages fall in the short run, reflecting the lower bargaining power of workers in the face of increased unemployment, and so the prices of domestically produced goods fall, as reflected in changes in the CPI. In the long run substitution away from capital and competitiveness effects generate a positive stimulus to employment in all cases which diminishes pressure on wages.

Table A4 shows the impacts of the "upskilling". The increase in GDP, comes through downward pressure on prices, and a resultant stimulus to exports.

The increase in the supply of skilled labour acts to reduce its real wage and increase its employment. The reverse is true for the decrease in unskilled labour. It should be noted that these simulations do not account for the significant investment in education and training which would be required for such "upskilling" to occur.

¹⁸⁷ Skill levels are defined by years of schooling.
### Table A3 – Effects of 1% increase in labour productivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Skilled</th>
<th>Unskilled</th>
<th>Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short run</td>
<td>Long run</td>
<td>Short run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>0.26%</td>
<td>0.69%</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>-0.10%</td>
<td>0.18%</td>
<td>-0.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imports</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exports</td>
<td>0.30%</td>
<td>0.78%</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPI</td>
<td>-0.14%</td>
<td>-0.28%</td>
<td>-0.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>-0.13%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>-0.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled employment</td>
<td>-0.11%</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
<td>-0.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unskilled employment</td>
<td>-0.18%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages</td>
<td>-0.38%</td>
<td>-0.16%</td>
<td>-0.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled wages</td>
<td>-0.35%</td>
<td>-0.12%</td>
<td>-0.19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Unskilled wages    | -0.46%     | -0.25%     | -0.04%     | 0.04%     | -0.50%     | -0.21%   

### Table A4 - Effects of a change in skill composition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Short run</th>
<th>Long run</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>-0.07%</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exports RUK</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exports ROW</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPI</td>
<td>-0.07%</td>
<td>-0.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled employment</td>
<td>1.54%</td>
<td>1.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unskilled employment</td>
<td>-2.16%</td>
<td>-2.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled wages</td>
<td>-1.39%</td>
<td>-1.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unskilled wages</td>
<td>1.60%</td>
<td>1.77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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